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important participants in this form of synaptic plasticity.University of California
San Francisco, California 94143 Recently, it has been demonstrated that as is the case
at several other excitatory synapses in the mammalian§Department of Molecular Genetics and
Howard Hughes Medical Institute brain, prolonged (15 min) low-frequency stimulation elic-
its LTD at mossy fiber synapses (Kobayashi et al., 1996).The University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center
Dallas, Texas 75235 Like mossy fiber LTP, mossy fiber LTD does not appear
to require postsynaptic activity in that it was not blocked
by antagonists of NMDA and non-NMDA glutamate re-
ceptors nor by loading CA3 cells with the calcium chela-Summary
tor BAPTA while voltage-clamping them at an hyperpo-
larized membrane potential (Kobayashi et al., 1996).Mossy fiber synapses on hippocampal CA3 pyramidal
Mossy fiber LTD was, however, blocked by the metabo-cells, in addition to expressing an NMDA receptor±
tropic glutamate receptor (mGluR) antagonist MCPGindependent form of long-term potentiation (LTP),
and was significantly impaired in knockout mice lackinghave recently been shown to express a novel presyn-
mGluR2, a presynaptic group II mGluR (Yokoi et al.,aptic form of long-term depression (LTD). We have
1996).studied the mechanisms underlying mossy fiber LTD
In the present work, we characterized the role ofand present evidence that it is triggered, at least in
mGluRs in triggering mossy fiber LTD as well as itspart, by a metabotropic glutamate receptor±mediated
relationship to LTP. Because group II mGluRs, includingdecrease in adenylyl cyclase activity, which leads to
mGluR2, inhibit adenylyl cyclase, we designed experi-a decrease in the activity of the cAMP-dependent pro-
ments to test whether inhibition of adenylyl cyclasetein kinase (PKA) and a reversal of the presynaptic
plays a role in this form of LTD. Our results suggestprocesses responsible for mossy fiber LTP. The bidi-
that LTD requires both a presynaptic mGluR-dependentrectional control of synaptic strength at mossy fiber
decrease in cAMP and an activity-dependent rise insynapses by activity therefore appears to be due to
presynaptic Ca21. Furthermore, the inability to evokemodulation of the cAMP-PKA signaling pathway in
mossy fiber LTD in mice lacking Rab3A suggests thatmossy fiber boutons.
LTP and LTD at mossy fiber synapses likely reflect bidi-
rectional control of presynaptic processes that control
Introduction transmitter release.
Most work on the mechanisms of activity-dependent
Resultssynaptic plasticity in the mammalian brain has focused
on those forms of synaptic plasticity that depend on
In an initial set of experiments, we examined whetheractivation of NMDA receptors. It is clear, however, that
under the conditions of our experiments prolonged (15at certain synapses there are robust forms of long-term
min) low-frequency stimulation induces LTD at mossypotentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) that
fiber synapses. Figures 1A and 1B illustrate that whenare triggered via mechanisms that do not require NMDA
the stimulation rate is increased from 0.1 Hz to 1 Hz,receptors. One of the most extensively studied exam-
there is a rapid and pronounced frequency facilitation,ples of such a phenomenon is the LTP elicited by high-
a characteristic of mossy fiber synapses (Regehr et al.,frequency tetanic stimulation of the synapses made by
1994; Salin et al., 1996), which lasted throughout the 15mossy fibers on CA3 pyramidal cells in the hippocampus
min of 1 Hz stimulation. Upon return to 0.1 Hz stimula-(Harris and Cotman, 1986; Zalutsky and Nicoll, 1990;
tion, the synaptic response rapidly decreased to belowNicoll and Malenka, 1995). There is compelling evidence
the initial value and remained depressed for the durationthat this mossy fiber LTP is triggered by a tetanus-
of the experiment (79% 6 4% of baseline responses,induced rise in presynaptic calcium (Ca21) that results in
n 5 7). As previously reported (Kobayashi et al., 1996),activation of a calcium/calmodulin-dependent adenylyl
this LTD was blocked by the mGluR antagonist MCPGcyclase (Huang et al., 1994; Weisskopf et al., 1994; Nicoll
(1 mM) but not by the NMDAR antagonist D-APV (50and Malenka, 1995). This in turn causes an increase in
mM) (101% 6 8% in the presence of MCPG and APV,presynaptic cAMP levels and activation of the cAMP-
n 5 3; 79% 6 12% in the presence of APV and afterdependent protein kinase (PKA) that, via unknown
wash out of MCPG) (Figures 1C and 1D), indicating that
mossy fiber LTD requires activation of mGluRs.
Current evidence suggests that NMDAR-dependent‖ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: malenka@
itsa.ucsf.edu). LTD and LTP in the CA1 region of the hippocampus, as
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Figure 1. Mossy Fiber LTD Requires Activation of mGluRs but Not NMDARs
(A) Summary of seven experiments showing that 1 Hz stimulation for 15 min elicits LTD. Inset shows sample responses from one experiment.
Calibration bars: 0.25 mV, 5 ms.
(B) Same as (A) but illustrated with an expanded scale.
(C) Summary of experiments (n 5 3) in which the same stimulation protocol did not induce LTD in the presence of MCPG (1 mM) and D-APV
(100 mM) but did following wash out of the MCPG.
(D) Same as (C) but illustrated with an expanded scale.
well as in other brain regions, are due to a bidirectional Having confirmed the existence of an mGluR-depen-
dent LTD at mossy fiber synapses and that it can reversemodification of some common synaptic processes (Du-
dek and Bear, 1993; Mulkey et al., 1993; Bear and Ma- mossy fiber LTP, we next asked whether the activation
of mGluRs alone was sufficient for inducing LTD bylenka, 1994). To examine whether this is the case for
mossy fiber LTP and LTD, we compared the magnitude applying the group II mGluR agonist L-CCG-1 (20 mM).
Figure 3A shows that application of L-CCG-1 for 15of LTD elicited at naive synapses with the LTD elicited
after LTP had been induced. Figure 2A shows a summary min caused a long-lasting depression of the synaptic
responses that lasted for over an hour after wash outof control experiments in which robust mossy fiber LTP
was elicited by a 25 Hz, 4 s tetanus (191% 6 17% of of the mGluR agonist. Importantly, application of MCPG
at a concentration (1 mM) that had no effect on basalbaseline, n 5 8). However, if the standard LTD induction
protocol was applied immediately following this teta- synaptic transmission and that antagonized the tran-
sient synaptic depression caused by short applicationsnus, LTP was almost completely reversed (Figure 2B)
(112% 6 9%, n 5 5). Importantly, the magnitude of this of L-CCG-1 (data not shown) had no effect on the LTD
elicited by L-CCG-1 (Figure 3A) (63% 6 11% of baselineLTD (or more accurately depotentiation) was signifi-
cantly larger (p , 0.05) than the LTD elicited at naive measured 40 min after L-CCG-1 wash out, n 5 4). This
demonstrates that the observed LTD was not due to thesynapses (Figure 2D). This finding is consistent with
the idea that mossy fiber LTD is indeed reversing the continued presence of L-CCG-1 within the slice. To test
whether the LTD induced by application of L-CCG-1processes underlying LTP. Surprisingly, however, when
the 1 Hz, 15 min stimulation was given 60 min after the shared mechanisms with the LTD elicited by synaptic
stimulation, we applied the standard LTD induction pro-induction of LTP, the magnitude of the depotentiation
was the same as for LTD (Figures 2C and 2D) (19% 6 tocol (1 Hz stimulation for 15 min) 60 min after wash out
of the L-CCG-1 (n 5 5). As illustrated in Figure 3B, no9% versus 21% 6 4%), suggesting that the synaptic
modifications responsible for LTP had been ªlocked inº further LTD was elicited, suggesting that the LTD elicited
by L-CCG-1 application and the activity-induced LTDover the course of the hour and were no longer revers-
ible. Alternatively, the induction of LTP may have made utilize common mechanisms.
To further test this conclusion, we also performed thethe synapses transiently more susceptible to express-
ing LTD. reverse occlusion experiment in which after eliciting LTD
LTD at Mossy Fiber Synapses
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Figure 2. Prolonged 1 Hz Stimulation Reverses Mossy Fiber LTP When Applied Immediately after LTP Induction but Not When Applied 60
min Later
(A) Summary of experiments (n 5 8) showing effects of high-frequency tetanization (25 Hz for 5 s) applied in the presence of D-APV (100 mM).
(B) Summary of experiments (n 5 5; open circles) in which 1 Hz, 15 min stimulation was applied 1 min after the induction of LTP. For
comparison, the data from (A) are superimposed on the graph.
(C) Summary of experiments (n 5 4) in which 1 Hz, 15 min stimulation was applied 60 min after the induction of LTP.
(D) Comparison of the effects of 1 Hz, 15 min stimulation applied to naive synapses (LTD), or applied 60 min (late depotentiation) or 1 min
(early depotentiation) following the induction of LTP. The magnitude of early depotentiation was calculated by comparing the synaptic
responses at 40±45 min from the experiments illustrated in (B) (open circles) with the magnitude of LTP at 40±45 min from the experiments
illustrated in (A). Because both sets of data have variance, it is not possible to calculate a standard error of this early depotentiation value,
although statistical analysis using Anova indicates that this value is significantly different than either LTD or late depotentiation (p , 0.01).
with two bouts of prolonged 1 Hz stimulation we applied applied L-CCG-1 but stopped stimulation as soon as
L-CCG-1 was applied and did not resume stimulationL-CCG-1. As shown in Figure 3C, the magnitude of the
L-CCG-1-induced LTD was significantly reduced follow- until 10 min after the wash out. As shown in Figure 4A,
stopping stimulation completely prevented the genera-ing the generation of LTD using synaptic activation
(78% 6 6% of baseline, n 5 5 versus 59% 6 2%, n 5 tion of LTD by L-CCG-1 (103% 6 10%, n 5 5). This
experiment not only demonstrates that synaptic activa-5 in interleaved control experiments; p , 0.05). The lack
of complete occlusion in this case is likely because of tion is required for LTD but also serves as an additional
control for our ability to completely wash L-CCG-1 outthe inability of the 1 Hz protocol to saturate LTD at all
of the synapses being stimulated. Further evidence that of the slice preparation.
Why is presynaptic stimulation required for the gener-the L-CCG-1-induced LTD and the LTD trigged by 1 Hz
stimulation share common mechanisms is the finding ation of LTD? An obvious consequence of presynaptic
stimulation is Ca21 entry into presynaptic boutons. Con-that application of L-CCG-1 immediately after the 25 Hz,
5 s tetanus used to trigger LTP completely reversed LTP sistent with the importance of a rise in presynaptic Ca21,
it has been reported (Kobayashi et al., 1997, Soc. Neu-(Figure 3D; n 5 5). Finally, normal LTP (185% 6 18%,
n 5 5; data not shown) could still be elicited following rosci., abstract) that the membrane-permeable Ca21
chelator BAPTA/AM blocks LTD. However, a limitationthe generation of LTD by L-CCG-1.
In all of these experiments, synaptic transmission was of this experiment was that the LTD was induced by
prolonged 1 Hz stimulation, and thus it is possible thatmonitored throughout the application of L-CCG-1, and
thus it cannot be concluded that mGluR activation alone the failure to generate LTD was due to the decrease in
glutamate release and consequent decrease in mGluRis sufficient for inducing LTD. Indeed, in the previous
work on LTD it was reported that application of the activation. In our experiment we limited the rise in Ca21
by applying EGTA-AM at a concentration (200 mM) thatnonspecific mGluR agonist, ACPD, while afferent stimu-
lation was stopped, did not elicit LTD (Kobayashi et al., reduced, but did not block, transmitter release at these
synapses (Castillo et al., 1996). As shown in Figure 4B,1996). To determine whether presynaptic activation is
in fact necessary for the triggering of LTD, we again this manipulation significantly reduced the LTD normally
Neuron
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Figure 3. Mossy Fiber LTD Can Be Induced by the mGluR Agonist, L-CCG-1
(A) Summary of experiments (n 5 4) in which 15 min application of the mGluR agonist, L-CCG-1 (20 mM) caused LTD that lasted over an hour
after wash out of the agonist. Application of MCPG (1 mM) had no effect on the baseline or on the LTD elicited by L-CCG-1.
(B) Summary of the experiments (n 5 5) in which 1 Hz, 15 min stimulation was applied 60 min after the washout of L-CCG-1. Note no further
LTD was elicited.
(C) Summary of experiments (n 5 5) in which L-CCG-1 was applied after induction of LTD using prolonged 1 Hz stimulation. Compare L-CCG-1
effect with that in (A) and (B). To facilitate this comparison, the responses following the second bout of 1 Hz stimulation have been rescaled
to 100%.
(D) Summary of experiments (n 5 5; closed circles) in which L-CCG-1 was applied 1 min after the induction of LTP. For comparison, a summary
of experiments (n 5 4) showing LTP is superimposed on the graph (open circles).
elicited by L-CCG-1 application (92% 6 6% of baseline mossy fiber response (640% 6 152%, n 5 3; data not
shown), indicating that a desensitization of forkolin'sin EGTA-AM, n 5 5), suggesting that, in addition to
mGluR activation, an activity-mediated change in pre- effects did not contribute to the decrease elicited by
L-CCG-1. These results are consistent with the hypothe-synaptic Ca21 level is required to trigger mossy fiber
LTD. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that sis that in a manner analogous to the inhibition of for-
skolin-stimulated cAMP production elicited by activa-the EGTA-AM application reduced the release of some
unknown substance which does not activate mGluRs tion of Gi-coupled receptors (Gilman, 1987), L-CCG-1
application generated LTD by reversing the forskolin-but nevertheless is required for this form of LTD.
Because group II mGluRs are coupled to inhibition induced increase in cAMP level. If a decrease in presyn-
aptic cAMP levels is indeed required for LTD, then pre-of adenylyl cyclase (Pin and Duvoisin, 1995) and LTP
appears to involve a rise in cAMP, we explored the venting this decrease should block LTD. We tested this
prediction by continuously applying the membrane-per-possibility that an mGluR-mediated decrease in cAMP
level in mossy fiber boutons is essential for triggering meable cAMP analog Sp-8-CPT-cAMPs (100 mM) to our
preparations, a manipulation which should keep PKALTD. As an initial test of this hypothesis, we examined
the effects of pharmacologically increasing cAMP levels activity constant by ªclampingº the cAMP concentra-
tion. As shown in Figure 5B, this caused the expectedon the LTD induced by L-CCG-1. The adenylyl cyclase
activator forskolin caused a large increase in the mossy increase in synaptic transmission (232% 6 35% of base-
line, n 5 5) and also blocked the L-CCG-1-induced LTDfiber response (432% 6 52% of baseline, n 5 5) that
was strongly inhibited by application of L-CCG-1 for (Figure 5C) (93% 6 17%, n 5 5). As was the case for
forskolin, application of Sp-8-CPT-cAMPs alone caused15 min (Figure 5A, 178% 6 45% of baseline, n 5 5).
Normalizing the responses immediately prior to the a stable increase in synaptic strength (191% 6 11%,
n 5 3; data not shown).L-CCG-1 application to 100% (Figure 5C) reveals that
the magnitude of the LTD induced in the presence of If an activity- and mGluR-dependent decrease in
cAMP is a key trigger for LTD, there must presumablyforskolin was significantly larger than control LTD (35% 6
11% of baseline in forskolin, n 5 5 versus 59% 6 6% be some basal concentration of cAMP generated by the
baseline stimulation at 0.1 Hz that, by regulating theof baseline in control conditions, n 5 9; p , 0.05). Appli-
cation of forskolin alone caused a stable increase in the level of PKA activity, contributes to the regulation of
LTD at Mossy Fiber Synapses
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Figure 5. A Decrease in cAMP Level Is Important for Induction of
Mossy Fiber LTD
(A) Summary of experiments (n 5 5) in which forskolin (10 mM)Figure 4. LTD Elicited by L-CCG-1 Requires Presynaptic Activity
was applied prior to the induction of LTD by application of L-CCG-1
(A) Summary of experiments (n 5 5) in which stimulation was (20 mM).
stopped during the application of L-CCG-1. For comparison, the (B) Summary of experiments (n 5 5) in which Sp-8-CPT-cAMPs (100
data from the control experiments (shown in [A] and [B], n 5 9) in
mM) was applied prior to application of L-CCG-1 (20 mM).
which L-CCG-1 was applied are superimposed on the graph. (C) Comparison of the effect of L-CCG-1 application on synapses
(B) Summary of experiments (n 5 5) in which EGTA-AM (200 mM) that have been potentiated by forskolin versus Sp-8-CPT-cAMPs.
was applied before application of L-CCG-1. For comparison the For construction of these graphs, the synaptic responses for the 10
data from control experiments (shown in [A] and [B], n 5 9) are min period prior to the L-CCG-1 application were normalized to
superimposed on the graph. 100%.
some aspect of the transmitter release process. This
hypothesis predicts that blockade of PKA activity will 99% 6 7% of baseline 30 min after Sp-8-CPT-cAMPs
application; data not shown), the inhibition of PKA activ-reduce baseline synaptic transmission. To test this hy-
pothesis, we applied KT5720 (1 mM), an inhibitor of PKA, ity caused a significant depression of the synaptic re-
sponses (59% 6 16% of baseline).while monitoring mossy fiber synaptic responses. A
30±50 min application of KT5720 had no consistent ef- To further test the hypothesis that a decrease in PKA
activity is important for mossy fiber LTD, we next incu-fect on synaptic transmission (103% 6 6% of baseline,
n 5 5; data not shown) but also did not block the synaptic bated slices for several (2±3) hours in the presence of
KT5720 and asked whether LTD could be elicited. Fol-enhancement elicited by application of Sp-8-CPT-cAMPs
(see Figure 5). Similar results were obtained when Rp- lowing this prolonged exposure to KT5720, we were
unable to generate LTD by the standard induction proto-8-Br-cAMPS, a different PKA inhibitor, was applied for
30±50 min (n 5 4; data not shown). We therefore applied col of 1 Hz stimulation for 15 min (103% 6 9% of base-
line, n 5 5), whereas interleaved control slices exhibitedKT5720 (5 mM) for even longer periods while monitoring
mossy fiber synaptic responses, and after 110±120 min normal LTD (75% 6 8%, n 5 5) (Figure 6B). Similarly,
incubating slices in Rp-8-Br-cAMPs for 2±3 hr also pre-again tested the efficacy of the drug in inhibiting PKA
activity by applying Sp-8-CPT-cAMPs. Figure 6A shows vented the generation of LTD (101% 6 3% of baseline,
n 5 6) (interleaved control slices again exhibited LTD,that in the slices (n 5 6) in which the synaptic enhance-
ment normally elicited by Sp-8-CPT-cAMPs was blocked 77% 6 3%, n 5 6) (Figure 6C). While in these experi-
ments we did not document that the Rp-8-Br-cAMPs orby the prolonged KT5720 application (responses were
Neuron
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Figure 7. Mossy Fiber LTD Is Absent in Rab3A-Deficient Mice
Summary of experiments in which 1 Hz, 15 min stimulation was
applied to slices from wild-type (n 5 8) or knockout mice lacking
Rab3A (n 5 9).
Discussion
Bidirectional modification of synaptic strength by activ-
ity provides neural circuits with enormous power and
flexibility (Stent, 1973; Sejnowski, 1977; Bienenstock et
al., 1982; Willshaw and Dayan, 1990). Most of the work
on the mechanisms by which this can occur has focused
on NMDAR-dependent LTP and LTD in the hippocam-
pus (Bear and Malenka, 1994; Malenka, 1994) and in the
cortex (Artola and Singer, 1993; Linden and Connor,
1995). It is clear, however, that there are forms of synap-
tic plasticity that do not require the participation of
Figure 6. Mossy Fiber LTD Is Mimicked and Blocked by Inhibitors NMDARs. The first evidence for such phenomena came
of PKA
from the demonstration that LTP at the synapses be-
(A) Prolonged application of KT5720 depresses mossy fiber synaptic
tween mossy fibers and CA3 pyramidal cells was unaf-responses (n 5 6).
fected by NMDAR antagonists (Harris and Cotman,(B) Incubation of slices in KT5720 (1 mM) blocks LTD (n 5 6). Inter-
1986; Zalutsky and Nicoll, 1990). This so-called mossyleaved control slices exhibit normal LTD (n 5 5).
(C) Incubation of slices in Rp-8-Br-cAMPs (100 mM) blocks LTD (n 5 fiber LTP has been extensively characterized (Nicoll and
6). Again interleaved control slices (n 5 5) exhibit normal LTD. Malenka, 1995) and appears to be due, at least in part, to
activation of a calcium/calmodulin-dependent adenylyl
cyclase that increases cAMP levels and thereby resultsKT5720 depressed mossy fiber synaptic responses and
thereby occluded the induction of mossy fiber LTD, the in activation of PKA, which, via mechanisms perhaps
involving Rab3A or its interacting proteins, causes ainability to generate LTD in the presence of PKA inhibi-
tors is entirely consistent with the hypothesis that the long-lasting enhancement in transmitter release.
Activation of PKA either pharmacologically or viatriggering of LTD requires a decrease in PKA activity.
Previous work has demonstrated that mossy fiber LTP activity enhances transmitter release at a wide variety
of invertebrate and vertebrate synapses (Kandel andis essentially absent in knockout mice lacking the synap-
tic vesicle protein Rab3A (Castillo et al., 1997), and there- Schwartz, 1982; Dixon and Atwood, 1989; Chavez-Nori-
ega and Stevens, 1994: Trudeau et al., 1996). However,fore it was of interest to determine whether LTD is also
affected similarly. Figure 7 shows that LTD was not elic- the present study provides evidence that activity may
also decrease presynaptic cAMP levels, resulting in aited by afferent stimulation at 1 Hz for 15 min (98% 6
5% of baseline, n 5 9 slices/5 animals for knockouts; long-lasting depression of transmitter release. In agree-
ment with previous work (Kobayashi et al., 1996), we79% 6 4% of baseline, n 5 8 slices/4 animals for wild
type). Because application of L-CGG-1 elicits LTD of found that mossy fiber LTD was blocked by the mGluR
antagonist MCPG and therefore requires activation oflarger magnitude than the 1 Hz, 15 min stimulation, we
also tested the effects of this manipulation in Rab3A an mGluR, most likely mGluR2 (Yokoi et al. 1996). We
then went on to demonstrate that LTD could be elicitedknockout mice, and again LTD was blocked (93% 6 9%
of baseline, n 5 6; data not shown). These findings by application of the group II mGluR agonist L-CCG-1
only if a basal rate of afferent stimulation was main-provide further evidence that LTP and LTD at mossy
fiber synapses reflect an activity-dependent bidirec- tained. This synaptic activation appears to provide some
basal level of intracellular Ca21 that also is required fortional modification of some aspect of the presynaptic
release machinery. LTD induction. That the triggering of LTD is due to a
LTD at Mossy Fiber Synapses
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decrease in cAMP level is supported by the following
findings: (1) LTD was enhanced when the level of ade-
nylyl cyclase activity was increased by forskolin; (2) LTD
was blocked by application of a membrane-permeable
cAMP analog presumably because this continual supply
of cAMP prevented any possible decrease in cAMP
level; (3) a PKA inhibitor caused a depression of synaptic
responses, thereby mimicking LTD and; (4) LTD could
not be elicited in the presence of PKA inhibitors that
presumably mimicked and thereby occluded any further
induction of LTD.
Previous work has reported that forskolin or mem-
brane-permeable cAMP analogs significantly reduce or
block the decrease in transmitter release due to activa-
tion of presynaptic group II mGluRs at mossy fiber syn-
apses, suggesting that this immediate effect requires a
Figure 8. Summary Diagram of the Putative Signal Transduction
decrease in cAMP levels (Kamiya and Yamamoto, 1997; Cascades Mediating Mossy Fiber LTP and LTD
Maccaferri et al., 1998). However, we found that L-CCG-1
still caused a depression of synaptic transmission either
not appear to be a substrate for PKA, but two of itswhen forskolin was applied or when PKA activity was
putative effectors, rabphilin-3A and Rim, are (Fykse etkept constant by application of Sp-8-CPT-cAMPs. This
al., 1995; Wang et al., 1997). Furthermore, recent workresult argues that, as is the case for a number of other
has demonstrated that either forskolin or K1 depolariza-presynaptic receptors (Miller, 1998), the transient de-
tion causes phosphorylation of rabphilin in mossy fiberpression of transmitter release elicited by mGluR activa-
synaptosomes but not in synaptosomes prepared fromtion is not due to a decrease in cAMP. The discrepancy
the CA1 region (Lonart and SuÈ dhof, 1998). This indicatesbetween our results and previous results may be due
an unexpected region-specific regulation of presynapticto the higher concentration of agonist used in our experi-
proteins by PKA and suggests that dephosphorylationments or that PKA activation impairs the coupling of the
of rabphilin (or perhaps Rim) may contribute to mossymGluR to its effector.
fiber LTD.A surprising result was that triggering mossy fiber LTD
An apparent inconsistency in the hypothesis that PKArequired both activity and mGluR activation. Because a
plays a critical role in mossy fiber LTP and LTD is themembrane-permeable Ca21 chelator blocked LTD in-
finding that the synaptic enhancement elicited by for-duced by L-CCG-1, a likely reason for the activity require-
skolin appears normal in the Rab3A knockout mice evenment of LTD induction is that some basal level of
though mossy fiber LTP is absent (Castillo et al., 1997).Ca21 entry due to synaptic activation is required. This Ca21
A possible explanation for this paradox has recentlycould maintain some basal level of activity of the Ca21/
been provided by an examination of the modulation ofcalmodulin-dependent adenylyl cyclase and thereby
glutamate release from mossy fiber synaptosomes (Lo-provide a necessary substrate upon which mGluR acti-
nart and SuÈ dhof, unpublished observations). Forskolinvation would work. A prediction of this hypothesis, which
was found to enhance the release of glutamate inducedwe have confirmed, is that inhibition of PKA should de-
by K1-induced depolarization or the calcium ionophorepress synaptic transmission. An alternative hypothesis
ionomycin in synaptosomes prepared from wild-typeis that mossy fiber LTD requires a complex interaction
mice. In contrast, in synaptosomes prepared from rab3Abetween Ca21-dependent and cAMP-dependent signal-
knockout mice, forskolin enhanced release only in re-ing pathways, as reported for a variety of cell types
sponse to K1 depolarization but did not enhance the(Cooper et al., 1995). While we cannot rule out this possi-
release elicited by ionomycin. These results are consis-bility, our current data are consistent with the straight-
tent with the hypothesis that the forskolin-induced en-forward hypothesis that mossy fiber LTD is triggered
hancement of transmitter release at mossy fiber boutonsby an mGluR-mediated inhibition of adenylyl cylcase.
has two components: one that involves modulation ofFigure 8 shows a diagram of our current hypothesis of
presynaptic voltage-dependent channels but does notthe signal transduction cascades mediating LTP and
require rab3A dependent pathways and the other thatLTD at mossy fiber synapses in the hippocampus.
directly modifies a rab3A-dependent component of theIf the ability of activity to bidirectionally control ade-
vesicle cycle.nylyl cyclase and thereby PKA is responsible for mossy
Several questions remain concerning the mechanismsfiber LTP and LTD, then substrates of PKA in the presyn-
of LTP and LTD at mossy fiber synapses. Perhaps ofaptic terminal are obvious candidates for playing key
greatest importance is how the activity-induced in-roles in these forms of synaptic plasticity. One major
crease or decrease in transmitter release is maintainedfamily of presynaptic phosphoproteins is the synapsins,
for long periods of time. We have previously presentedbut they are unlikely to play a major role in mossy fiber
evidence that mossy fiber LTP involves the turning onsynaptic plasticity since knockout mice lacking all iso-
of silent release sites (Tong et al., 1996). Here we showforms of the synapsins express robust mossy fiber LTP
that LTP can be completely reversed if an LTD-induction(Spillane et al., 1995). In contrast, we have found that
protocol is applied immediately after the induction ofin the absence of Rab3A, both mossy fiber LTP and LTD
are either absent or severely impaired. Rab3A itself does LTP but is only partially reversed if this same pattern of
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the development of neuron selectivity: orientation specificity andsynaptic stimulation is applied an hour later. One possi-
binocular interaction in visual cortex. J. Neurosci. 2, 32±48.ble explanation for these results is that once release
Castillo, P.E., Salin, P.A., Weisskopf, M.G., and Nicoll, R.A. (1996).sites become functional during mossy fiber LTP, they
Characterizing the site and mode of action of dynorphin at hippo-are ªpermanentlyº consolidated over the course of the
campal mossy fiber synapses in the guinea pig. J. Neurosci. 16,
first hour. According to this hypothesis, the LTD that is 5942±5950.
observed at naive synapses or more than an hour after Castillo, P.E., Janz, R., SuÈ dhof, T.C., Tzounopoulos, T., Malenka,
the induction of mossy fiber LTP might not involve turn- Robert, C., and Nicoll, R.A. (1997). Rab3A is essential for mossy fibre
long-term potentiation in the hippocampus. Nature 388, 590±593.ing off functional release sites but instead may involve
Chavez-Noriega, L.E., and Stevens, C.F. (1994). Increased transmit-a long-lasting decrease in the probability of transmitter
ter release at excitatory synapses produced by direct activationrelease at existing functional synapses, presumably due
of adenylate cyclase in rat hippocampal slices. J. Neurosci. 14,to modulation of the protein±protein interactions that
310±317.
are responsible for late steps in the presynaptic vesicle
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